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Welcome to the KENNETHCOBONPUE Indoor Catalog.

In the succeeding pages you will find a large collection of our existing and
new designs made for indoor use. Natural materials shaped by environmentally 
friendly production processes bring the spirit of the outdoors inside your home.

Each piece is a handmade work through which the tradition of excellent craftsmanship
comes alive, passing down from generations, and perfected through the years.

The KENNETHCOBONPUE team is based on a small island in the Pacific called Cebu. 
We are blessed with lush landscape: radiant sun, clear seas, blue skies and

rolling mountains. It is a beautiful place to come home to after traveling through
cosmopolitan centers of the world. Old traditions have survived here and the people

convey a special warmth and friendliness. We collaborate with skilled craftsmen
who take pride in their work. Many of the materials we use are sustainable 
yet we constantly strive to innovate their usage and extend their longevity. 

The specialized handwork that goes into each piece allows us
to keep our energy consumption to a minimal.  

At KENNETHCOBONPUE,
we believe in the necessity of communing with nature and our fellow humans.

We take our connection with nature and culture seriously. 
It is this feeling of being part of the world that we realize in our brand.

It is our innate need to circulate around life, whether it be plants, animals, other people.

Great expanse, openness, 
lightness, familiarity 

with the elements and seasons, 
remembrance of things past,

memories of people and places
that give us comfort, 

awe and wonder.

These emotions are evoked where we live.
We want to share these same emotions with you through our designs.
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AcAciA

Inspired by the ancient baobab, the table collection is made of rattan poles fastened 

together to create sculptural and fluid contours. The natural and raw assemblage of rattan 

is a striking contrast to the solid metal top.

ACACIA

Left page: 

ACACIA rectangular dining table with LEAF side chairs.

Right page:

ACACIA coffee table high and low with the NOODLE loveseat.
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AMAYA

Its design inspired by

fish traps, the AMAYA 

dining table projects an 

aura of a vortex trapped 

within a cylinder. 

Made of abaca and steel.

Shown left: 

AMAYA dining table

in brown.

Shown right: 

AMAYA end table

and coffee table.
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BAlou

BALOU exudes comfort at first glance. The collection exhibits an amiable roundness that 

assures a pleasant seating experience. The airy weave balances the full forms with a light 

and breezy look.

Made of abaca, rattan, nylon and steel. 

BALOU

Left page: 

BALOU sofa, easy armchair and coffee tables in natural.

Right page: 

BALOU easy armchairs in brown.
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Bloom
BLOOM

Welcome to the organic 

beauty of the garden indoors. 

Inspired by a delicate blossom, 

the BLOOM is composed 

of hundreds of fine running 

stitches that radiate from the 

center of the seat. Handmade 

in microfiber stitched over 

a fiberglass reinforced top, 

BLOOM sprouts from a base 

made of steel.

Made of microfiber, steel and 

fiberglass reinforced polymer.

Shown left:

BLOOM in yellow and 

moss green in a living area.

Shown right:

BLOOM in different colors

and perspectives.
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BouQuET
BOUQUET

The BOUQUET catches the 

spectator’s eye as it stands 

prominently across an organic 

landscape. The delicate lines of 

the signature floral relief pattern 

decorate a contrasting resin top 

and a stainless steel base.

Shown left:

BOUQUET coffee table in black 

and end table in whitewash.

Shown right:

BOUQUET sets.
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cABArET

The CABARET wraps you in the warmth of its fabric layers like an oversized knit sweater. 

The innovative knotting and weaving technique used in the design lends sophistication

to every room.

CABARET

Left page: 

CABARET easy armchairs highback and lowback, sofa highback,

coffee and end tables in plum with an accent of CHIQUITA stools.

Right page: 

CABARET easy armchairs highback and lowback, sofa highback,

coffee and end tables in charcoal gray.
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CABARET

Left page: 

CABARET bed in plum.

Right page: 

CABARET bed in plum.
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chiQuiTA
CHIQUITA

The CHIQUITA has a 

secret to tell, but only for 

those fortunate enough 

to enjoy it’s charms. Rigid 

and uncomfortable looking 

vertical sections of rattan 

poles unexpectedly recede 

into the seat for a pleasant 

surprise and a sitting 

experience like no other.

Made of steel, rattan poles 

and high density foam.

Shown left:

CHIQUITA stool in black,

sky blue and silver.

Shown right:

CHIQUITA in different colors.
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croissAnT
CROIssAnT

The distinctive shape of the 

CROISSANT collection 

promotes a posture of leisure, 

its low arms beckoning 

to be reclined upon.

Made of abaca tied over a 

hand-sculpted steel frame.

Shown here:

CROISSANT sofa,

easy armchairs and

large coffee table 

all in brown. 
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DrAgnET
DRAGnET

Inspired by fishermen’s nets 

and created from fabric 

twisted and wrapped around 

a stainless steel frame, the 

DRAGNET lounge chair 

surrounds you like a cocoon.

Made of polycotton and 

stainless steel.

Shown left: 

DRAGNET lounge chair in 

bright red.

Shown right: 

DRAGNET dining table in 

black, end table and coffee 

table in bright red.
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goBi
GOBI

Evocative of its namesake,

the GOBI tables are a striking 

set of pieces with their metallic 

hues and quirky form.

Each piece is hand-sculpted 

iron creating rich visual 

textures, conceived not only

to be decorative

but also functional.

Shown left: 

GOBI coffee table

high and low with the

CABARET collection.

Shown right: 

GOBI coffee table

high and low.
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goBi
GOBI

Shown left: 

GOBI dining table with

NOODLE armchairs.

Shown right: 

GOBI dining table.
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hArry
HARRY

A rocking stool 

topped in microfiber 

strips stitched to 

interchangeable covers, 

HARRY will bring out 

the child in everyone.

Shown here:

HARRY rocking stool

in different colors.
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JunipEr
JUnIpER

Its unique silhouette casting 

shade all its own, JUNIPER 

stars a fervent upgrowth of 

branches and arresting angles.

Made of oak.

Shown left:

JUNIPER joined as a divider 

in a living area.

Shown right:

JUNIPER in different 

configurations and sizes.
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The KABUKI is crafted using hand carved high density fiberboard 

to resemble bamboo stalks. It is then finished in several layers, entirely by hand.

KABUKI

Left page: 

KABUKI buffet cabinet in ash.

Right page: 

KABUKI 4-door cabinet in brown.
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With a removable tabletop made of naturally crushed stones and a base 

made of welded powder coated metal, the simple lines of the KAJA belie its versatile 

nature. The optional tabletop inset may be used for a little gardening or filled with ice 

to chill wine, while individual pieces can be arranged in infinite combinations. 

Available in black and white to fit into any setting.

Left page: 

KAJA collection.

Right page:

Different KAJA configurations. 

KAJA
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lA lunA

LA LUNA is our classic masterpiece in the art of weaving. Formed from a shell of rattan 

core and jute, the chair is packed with foam and woven using rattan strips.

The highlight of this piece can be found along the ridge of the arms and backrest,

where the two different weaves seamlessly merge.

LA LUnA

Left page: 

LA LUNA easy armchair and ottoman in ash.

Right page: 

LA LUNA easy armchair in brown.
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lEAf

The Leaf takes inspiration from nature’s organic beauty and graceful contours. The 

upholstered top is filled with distinct sinuous patterns, extending autumn’s influence to 

any indoor.

LEAF

Left page: 

LEAF side chairs in lime green and moss green.

Right page: 

LEAF side chairs in lime green and moss green.

Lime Green

Moss Green
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lolAh
LOLAH

Created using traditional 

boat-building techniques,

the LOLAH is constructed 

of thin rattan strips cut with 

planer knives and fastened 

over a light rattan frame.

Shown left: 

LOLAH capsule,

easy armchair and

end table in whitewash,

LOLAH sofa and

coffee table in brown.

Shown right: 

LOLAH easy armchairs in 

whitewash and brown.
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LOLAH

Left page: 

LOLAH bar cabinets in dark brown.

Right page: 

LOLAH buffet cabinet in dark brown.
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lulu
LULU

The LULU collection embraces 

your back with a nest-like form, 

curving deep as it ends

in a plump cushion.

The traditional abaca weave, 

bound by nylon around steel, 

gives a cozy feel

to its indoor variety.

Shown left: 

LULU club chairs and 

CROISSANT end table

in brown. 

Shown right: 

LULU easy armchair

and club chair. 
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mAnolo
MAnOLO

Inspired by the seductive 

curves of a woman’s 

sandal, MANOLO’s 

sinuous lines channel 

sensuality not unlike that 

of a come-hither prance.

MANOLO is created of 

rattan vines hand-tied 

over a steel frame and 

bound with rattan strips.

Shown left: 

MANOLO easy 

armchairs in brown.

Shown right: 

MANOLO easy 

armchairs in brown.
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mATilDA

The MATILDA relies on a minimal skeletal rattan frame and thick rattan strips to create a 

strong, tight structure that applies the same principle as woven basket.

MATILDA

Left page: 

MATILDA sofa, easy armchair, easy chair with KAJA collection

in whitewash.

Right page: 

MATILDA sofa weaving details.
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Resembling spilt noodles or random doodles, NOODLE displays the excitement inherent 

in the accidents that drive the imagination. Its wild and fluid lines, made in rattan around 

steel, celebrate the occasion of chance.

nOODLE

Left page: 

NOODLE armchairs in brown.

Right page: 

NOODLE armchairs in moss green.
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nOODLE

Shown left: 

NOODLE armchairs in 

different colors and

FREYA round dining table.

Shown right: 

NOODLE easy armchair

in rose and loveseat

in pale gray.
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pArchmEnT

The PARCHMENT chairs are inspired by bound manuscripts and feature removable covers 

that can be machine washed.

pARCHMEnT

Left page: 

PARCHMENT armchairs in spa and heather beige.

Right page: 

PARCHMENT armchairs in different color finishes.
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pARCHMEnT

Shown left: 

PARCHMENT loveseat in spa.

Shown right: 

PARCHMENT easy armchair in 

navy blue and loveseat in spa.
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pEBBlE
pEBBLE

PEBBLE playfully echoes 

shapes found in nature. 

Arrange the PEBBLE tables

to mimic stepping-stones in a 

riverbed, a forest canopy--

or simply situate these slender 

masterpieces throughout

the living room.

Shown left: 

PEBBLE coffee and

end tables top view.

Shown right: 

PEBBLE coffee and

end tables high and low.

natural walnutblack macassar
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pigAllE

The inspiration behind PIGALLE stems from a classic source:

the contours of a woman’s body.

Strands of abaca rope are individually hand-tied with more than 3000 knots over a 

hand-sculpted steel frame.

pIGALLE

Left page: 

PIGALLE easy armchair in brown.

Right page: 

PIGALLE barstools in brown.
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rApunzEl
RApUnZEL

Settle into RAPUNZEL and 

let a story emerge from 

beneath the fine wool 

braids. Thick hand-coiled 

upholstered foam curves 

over a steel frame.

Left page: 

RAPUNZEL loveseat in 

charcoal gray and

easy armchair in plum.

Right page: 

RAPUNZEL easy armchair

in sand and loveseat in plum.
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suzy Wong

Woven panels create a feeling of intimacy as you and your guests indulge in conversation 

or tea.

The SUZY WONG collection is made of natural materials: either abaca, rattan and maple 

or lampakanai, rattan and walnut.

sUZY WOnG

Left page: 

SUZY WONG loveseat highback and easy armchairs in

highback and lowback.

Right page: 

SUZY WONG loveseat and easy armchair highback.
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sUZY WOnG

Left page: 

SUZY WONG cabinets

in dark brown.

Right page: 

SUZY WONG cabinets

in walnut.
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TilT
TILT

The TILT chair is handmade

in our workshops to very 

precise standards by

our best wood craftsman.

The pieces are individually cut, 

sanded and joined at different 

angles to create a work of 

art that celebrates masterful 

joinery. TILT pays homage

to the century-old tradition

of woodworking.

Shown left:

TILT easy armchair 

with PEBBLE coffee table 

medium and end table high. 

Shown right:

TILT easy armchairs

in different angles.
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ViVo
VIVO

VIVO features lithe forms 

made of hand-bent metal 

sheets, inspired by the 

age-old tradition of fine 

jewellery making. Its 

antique finish of copper 

adds to the striking filigree 

and to the harmonious 

balance between pure 

design and artisanal craft.

Shown left:

VIVO dining table.

Shown right:

VIVO dining table top view. 
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VoyAgE

We believe that whenever we fall asleep at night we journey to a world of dreams. 

What better way to travel than in a bed reminiscent of papyrus and reed boats?

The VOYAGE is made of abaca, nylon and steel.

VOYAGE

Left page: 

VOYAGE bed and nite table.

Right page: 

LE PETIT VOYAGE crib and bed details.
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WAVE

With wooden elements arranged in the likeness of an ocean current, WAVE is as much a 

sculpture as it is a table. 

Fashioned from solid walnut or maple, it captures and solidifies the undulation of the 

salty sea in a rhythmic, sculptural form – graceful and profound.

WAVE

Left page: 

WAVE dining table with PARCHMENT armchairs

in heather beige and spa. 

Right page: 

WAVE dining table top view.
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The first design in the KENNETHCOBONPUE collection was destined to be a classic.

YIN & YANG incarnates a fusion of opposing elements: geometric with organic, pliable 

rattan with rigid steel, and solid form with transparent volume. 

The collection is a solid integration of material, function and form.

YIn & YAnG

Left page: 

YIN & YANG bed with YODA easy chair in lime green color.

Right page: 

YIN & YANG easy armchair in natural and brown.
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YIn & YAnG

Left page: 

YIN & YANG L-sofa and sofa in brown.

Right page: 

YIN & YANG L-sofa and sofa.
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YIn & YAnG

Left page: 

YIN & YANG square dining table and side chairs in natural.

Right page: 

YIN & YANG round dining table and side chairs in natural.
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YODA

Tapping the natural

tension of the rattan vine,

 the YODA supports 

your back and offers 

comfort concealed in the 

seeming randomness 

of the material.

The rattan grows from the

seat like tall grass in a field 

on a summer’s day, 

transforming your living

space into a garden.

Shown left:

YODA easy chair in red.

Shown right:

YODA easy chairs in

(L-R) natural, lime green, 

tangerine, cobalt blue,

bronze and bright red. 
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YODA

Left page: 

YODA sectionals and coffee tables in natural.

Right page: 

YODA side chairs in bronze.
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ZAZA

With its dramatic plume and 

generous scale, ZAZA is 

clearly not your typical chair. 

A whimsical take on nature, 

the seemingly delicate 

fronds wrapped in microfiber 

not only provide supple

yet ample support,

but a theatrical backdrop 

as ZAZA injects a playful 

element to any room.

Shown left: 

ZAZA side chairs in

moss green and yellow.

Shown right: 

ZAZA side chairs in black, 

moss green and lime green.
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